Accessory Options

Controls and Automation
- E-Stops, Photo Eye Stops, Indexing, Reversing

Retaining Flange Kits
Aids with part containment by adding 4” of additional wall height

Adjustable Side Rails
Use to divert, segregate or funnel product

Small Parts Containment
Prevents small product from getting wedged in the sides of the conveyor

Transfers
- Knife Edge, Roller, Dead Plate or Spur

Diverting Arms
Allows for perpendicular parts diverting from main conveyor to chutes or other conveyors

Adjustable Leg Supports
Allows for 15” of up and down height adjustment with manual hand crank or push button electric motor

Clear Covers
Mounts to any section of the conveyor for safety, dust protection, part protection or cooling applications

Infeed Chutes and Hoppers

Discharge Chutes
Funnels parts from drive end of conveyor

Drop Zone Reinforcement Modules
Reinforces area that supports belt in high impact situations

Enclosures and Guarding
Enhances worker safety, protects product and equipment

Metal Detection
Detects ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless metals

Ionizers
Eliminates static electricity

HEPA Filter Tunnel
Keeps parts clean by removing at least 99.97% of the airborne particles

Rapid Parts Cooling
- Overhead Cooling Fans, Internal Cooling Fans, Chilled Air

Water Bath Tanks